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he German firm of Leonhardt Andrä

& Partners is closely associated

with the design and development of

cable-stayed bridges worldwide, and this

book contains a wealth of useful informa-

tion on the subject from one of the firm's

best-known proponents of these structures

- Holger Svensson.

This excellent book covers most aspects

of cable-stayed bridge art and technology

including planning, design, detailing and

construction, drawing on the considerable

40-year experience and expertise of the

author and some of his colleagues.

It is a well-written and thorouqh treat-

ment of the subject, with many helpful

illustrations, and should find a place in the

library of anyone interested in these com-

pelling and increasingly popular bridges.

Key aspects covered include the histori-

cal development of cable-stayed bridges,

from the early beginnings to the present

daç important structural details and

relevant theory with particular emphasis

on stay cable technology and behaviour.

Preliminary design of cable-stayed bridges

is covered, with some useful tools for

initial sizing and design checking and the

book also includes information about the

erection of cable-stayed bridges, illus-

trated by plenty of detailed examples.

The text includes short pen-portraits of

some engineers known to the author who

have made a conspicuous contribution

in this field, often alongside photographs

of projects attributed to them. 0f course

no bridge project is the result of just one

person's effort and Svensson acknowl-

edges that there is therefore some

inevitable simplification here. Hopefully

those who are not mentioned will forgive

the omission and nevertheless appreciate

the author's perspectives and consider-

able experience.

There is an encyclopaedic amount of

information here. The book contains plenty

of useful data and an enormous number of

photographs, and it manages to combine

lots of practical detail with a clear explana-

tion of the most important theoretical

aspects.

At ihe back of the book is a huge

reference section. Naturally the majority

of these references are from Germany,

which is to be expected, but many also

stem from the years the author spent

in the USA working on bridges including

the Pasco-Kennewick lntercity Bridge in

Washington, the tast Huntington Bridge in

West Virginia, the Sunshine Skyway Bridge

in Florida and the Baytown Bridge in Texas.

Written in a charming personal style, the

English text is very readable and manages

to contain a lot of numerical data and use-

ful engineering information without becom-

ing turgid or interrupting the readefs flow.

ln parts it is a historical essay and in others

a text book of structural analysis and

behaviour. The result is a volume which is

well suited to both the interested amateur

and the involved professional.

The book includes two DVDs of the

lecture series presented by Svensson at the

University of Dresden Faculiy of Structural

tngineering in 2011-2012. The lectures are

in English, accompanying the ihemes and

content of the book, and provide a very

useful CPD resource.

lan firth
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et's start with a question... do you

know what a tensegrity bridge is? lf

you don't know, don't worry because

Brisbane's Kurilpa Bridge is claimed to be

the first ever to be built. This book is in-

tended not only to celebrate that achieve-

ment, but also to provide an insight into

the design and construction of what, by

this definition, is a unique footbridge. lt

is also a structure which tends to divide

opinions firmly as regards its aesthetics.

However, as well as the necessary

discussion on structural form and site

selection, and an unexpectedly short dis-

course 0n construction, there is a breadth

and depth to this book which one would

not anticipate from its title and cover

Starting with the concept of the

tensegrìty and its application at Kurilpa,

the authors expand on theit passion while

exposing a background as architectural

writers. As the opening sentence of the in-

troduction asks: "what do we know about

bridge design?" And yet approaching

Kurilpa from this perspective, rather than

that of a bridge enginee; only enhances

the attraction of ihe book. The languaqe is

architeciural, rather than technical, even

if it is not actually poetic. A flavour of the

writing style is evident in the fact that the

authors major on the hybrid nature of the

form, describing Kurilpa as "...typologi-

cally based on hybridity... disquieting to

purists" and referring to a hybrid as "a

mongrel, a bastard, impure".

As well as the dissertation on hyb

and chaos, there is also a fascinatint

section on bridqe art or rather the n

bridges as af forms, both from a his

cal as well as a contemporary perspr

One bonus is a book within a book -

30 pages titled An abridqed history t

bndqes. Again written from a non'te

cal perspective, it takes the reader f

Roman to medieval times, through tl

aissance and the industrial revolutic

bowstring arches, box girders and st

sion and cable-stayed bridges. lt ma

enjoyable and refreshing read, no m

the readels backqround or professir

experience. Those more inclined to t

can enjoy the illusirations and dram

photographs which reflect the artist

poetic themes of ihe bridge.

And the answer to the question? r

tensegrity structure is one in which

pression and tension members are t
pletely separated. As the book acknr

edges, this is a highly theoretical co

and of limited practical application.

from a small number of geodetic spi

frames, ihere are but a few example

of the form. [ven the design enginer

accepts ihat, strictly speaking, Kuril

almost, but not quite, tensegrity.

So, whether you need to enhance

understanding of tensegrity, hybridi

and bridge art, or just want to learn

about this exiraordinary bridge, this

is a good buy.

Richard Fish
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